June is
Month at Mead Clark!
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Fade, stain, mold, mildew & termite resistant
Will not warp, rot or split • Splinter free • Soap & water cleaning

SAVE THE DATE!
Saturday, June 11th
9 am to 1 pm
Trex & Capital Lumber
Reps will be at Mead Clark

Madeira
Our expert product vendors will be here to
show you the different types of Trex
Decking available and advantages of
using Trex for your project. You can ask
questions, get answers and take home
product samples to help you make the
right choices for you and your home.

Spiced Rum
Saddle

Island Mist
Pebble Grey
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The right information. The right materials. The right lumberyardsm
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The power of the outdoors
has met its match. Trex is
engineered to endure
YEAR
YEAR
decades of foul weather and
foot traffic …with the
FADE & STAIN
WARRANTY
WARRANTY
warranty coverage to prove
it. With virtually every
product covered by our 25-Year Limited Residential Warranty, you
can rest assured that your backyard investment is well protected.
And even better: our high-performance decking products come
with an extra layer of coverage: an additional 25-Year Limited
Residential Fade & Stain Warranty.
LIMITED RESIDENTIAL
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Not redeemable for cash.
No prior purchase adjustments.
See store for details.

AL

16’ & 20’ lengths.
Stock colors Madeira,
Saddle and Pebble Grey.

E

lin. ft.
1.5”x5.5”

Available in 12’, 16’, & 20’ lengths.
1”x5.5” Grooved Edge
Stock colors Gravel Path, Spiced
Rum, Island Mist and Tiki Torch.

★C

lin. ft.

*For every $100.00 of
Trex® products purchased
from Mead Clark Lumber
in the month of June,
you will receive an instant
rebate of $10.00. Valid
6/1/22 thru 6/30/22 only.
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12’, 16’, & 20’ lengths.
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Both Trex Transcends and Trex
Select are approved Decking for
Wildland
Urban
Interface
areas W.U.I.
Refer to Trex’s
installation
instructions for details.

lin. ft.
1”x5.5”
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Tropical Color
Tiki Torch
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Gravel Path
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Trex decking is comprised of 95% recycled materials—namely, recycled wood, sawdust and
plastics. This earth-friendly formula, coupled with groundbreaking green processes, makes
it hard to find a company more actively aware of its impact on the environment. We can
special order any other Trex product or decking color that we do not stock. Call for pricing.
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10x2-3/4” Captor Expoy Screws

1099 Box

$

100 Count

CXD87L Burgundy, CXD37L Gray,
CXD34L Brown, CXD53L Dk Gray,
CXD73L Java, CXD54L Wrm Gray,
CXD81L Cedar

10x2-3/4” Captor Expoy Screws

3999

$

350 Count
Box
CXD87T Burgundy, CXD37T Gray,
CXD34T Brown, CXD53T Dk Gray,
CXD73T Java, CXD54T Wrm Gray,
CXD81T Cedar
Captor Fascia Tool #BDA155

1x8x12’ & 1x12x12’ Available in
Madeira, Pebble Grey & Saddle

IN-STOCK TREX
TRANSCEND FASCIA
& RISER BOARDS
1x8x12’ & 1x12x12’ in Gravel
Path, Spiced Rum, Island Mist
and Tiki Torch.
We can special order any other
Trex item you may need.

10x2-3/4” Captor Epoxy Screws

16999

$

19

99

Box
1750 Count
CXD87Q Burgundy, CXD37Q Gray,
CXD34Q Brown, CXD53Q Dk Gray,
CXD73Q Java, CXD54Q Wrm Gray,
CXD81Q Cedar

Box

FST87L Burgundy, FST37L Gray, FST34L Brown, FST53L Dk
Gray, FST73L Java, FST54L Wrm Gray, FST81L Cedar

Trex Railing goes above and beyond your average railing
solution to offer the perfect complement to your deck.
Featuring the same durability and ease of maintenance you
expect from Trex decking. Trex Railing can be configured in a
variety of patterns to match the individual style of any home.

IN-STOCK TREX
SELECT FASCIA

1499

9x1-7/8” Captor Headcoat
$
Stainless Steel Screws 100 Count

TREX RAILINGSSMOOTH, STURDY,
ATTRACTIVE & SPLINTER FREE.

In the final stages of
building the ultimate
retreat, those last
decorative finishes seem
like minor details. But
with so much invested in
this new dreamscape, the
last thing anyone wants
is to turn finishing
touches into lasting
regrets. Trex has created
the definitive solution in
Trex Fascia, & riser boards
to match our decking.

$

Cap-Tor® xd screws are specifically designed to provide a clean, smooth and
uniform finish in composite and PVC decking. They also work equally well in
traditional composites. Cap-Tor xd is approved for use with all major deck brands.

#95370 1”x6’ 2pk$2399

Diablo Trex Saw Blades
7-1/4” x 44T #D0744CD
10” x 72T #D1072CD
12” x 84T #D1284CD

2599
$
5399
$
5699

#95371 1”x10’ 2pk $3299

$

Diablo's TrexBlade is the only
recommended composite
decking by Trex. With a modified
triple chip tooth grind design,
Perma-SHIELD non-stick coating,
and specific TiCo Hi-Density
carbide to deliver more efficient
and cleaner cuts with no swirl
marks, less "gumming" of blade
teeth and longer cutting life.

$

2399

Cargo Net

#95480. 42"x72" relaxed 72"x108" fully stretched.
Designed to secure light duty
cargo and debris or tarps over
cargo Not for use as a primary
load carrying tie-down system.
5″ x 5″ cross pattern for greater
load coverage. One size fits most
pickup trucks.

TREX HIDEAWAY®
HIDDEN FASTENING
SYSTEM
#CLIP50 50 sq.ft. $3990
#CLIP500 500 sq.ft. $29925
#CLIPSS Start/Stop clips 400 sq.ft.

699
$ 99
#8907800 56 oz. 9

#8907792 32 oz.

Deck Stain Remover

$

699

$

$

Composite deck cleaner
removes tough stains caused by
mold, mildew, algae, fungus and
moss. Gel formula allows
cleaning agents to remain on
vertical surfaces, such as side
rails, longer to achieve the
highest effective contact time.

5280

Ratchet Tie Downs

#181203, #181296,
#181210. Installed into step
risers, riser lights are
durable enough to handle
years of passing foot traffic.

#XR015C1P.
1”x15’ General
purpose strap is
equipped with a
molded grip
ratchet handle
and full size vinyl
coated hooks.
The working load
limit is 500 lbs

Deck Scrub Brush

$

21

95

Female/Female Adapter 6pk
#182132. Adaptors used to
extend a cable with Trex
LightHub connection system
for easy installation.

LED Recessed Deck Light

9741

Remote Dimmer

Transformer with Timer

#062946. The ideal way
to turn simple
illumination into a
perfect mood setter.

#30WTRANS. 30W 2.5A. A hightech power supply designed to
provide years of power to your
outdoor lighting projects.

1699

Ratchet Tie Downs
#SL66. 1”x8’ Pack of 4. Each is
equipped with a yellow
chromate and black powder
coated ratchet, and compact
vinyl S-hooks. Each ratchet has
a working load limit of 400 lbs

#181975 10’ 4pk $3967

8579

$

$

#181982 5’ 4pk $2478

$

#181142. 4 pack. These subtle dot
lights install flush on the deck
boards or almost any other material
to efficiently light the way.

Ratchet Tie Downs
Camo ratchet strap can quickly
secure cargo with an efficient
ratchet buckle and padded grip.
Polyester webbing that resists
wear and tear. Vinyl-coated steel
S-hooks on either end.

Ratchet Tie
Downs

9899

#181289, #181302,
#181272 These indirect
lights reside directly on
the rail post to illuminate
the beautiful deck below.

$

899

$

LED Riser Light 4pk.

7116

Constructed from top of the
line materials to secure all types
of cargo while keeping excess
webbing organized and out of
the way. Strong torsion springs
ensure a smooth and complete
retraction while providing the
holding power and precise
tension adjustment.

$

Your Choice White,
Bronze or Black

LED Deck Rail Light

$

3199

#XR115C2P. 1.25”x15’ Pack
of 2. Working load limit of
700 lbs

#4494530. 8" poly block.
Quality plastic fiber. 48"
powder coated steel handle.
Convenient hang-up feature.

$

Retractible Ratchet
Tie Downs

399
$ 99
#95190 1”x15’ 5

90

All Trex® decking lines come with a hidden installation option.
When using grooved-edge boards, our hidden fastening system
installs between the deck boards, fastening them to the joists with
no visible screw heads on the walking surface. This precision also
creates perfectly consistent spacing between the boards for a
flawless look across the entire deck.

Your Choice White,
Bronze or Black

#95372 1”x15’ 2pk $3499

#95186 1”x6’

39

$

#95380 1-7/8”x4’ $2899

$

3345

$

#181968 20’ 4pk $4765

16

#182026 40’ 2pk $4827

6-Way Splitter 4pk

#182033 60’ 1pk $3393

26

#181999. Featuring small but
durable plugs that simply
chain lighting together, this
system saves time, money
and the frustration of
troubleshooting. 6 ports that
all do the same thing connect your power source
to your lights. Simply link
these together with
Male/Male Light Hub wires
(sold separately).

Extension Wire
Oriented for polarity and made
from high quality silver-coated
copper in a direct bury sheath,
this wire is perfect for outdoor
use. Ditch the hassle of stripping
wires, struggling with messy gel
filled wire nuts and lights going
out due to lost connections. The
Light Hub system is as simple as
plugging in a lamp.

Transformer Splitter 5-Way
#181951. Water resistant plug
turning 1 female port into 5
female ports. This makes
creating multiple dimmer zones
a snap and it is required for
installation of the Trex Spotlight.

The right information. The right materials. The right lumberyardsm
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